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Abstract
Advanced cell culture technique, organ-on-a-chip (OoC) caters the capacity to
mimic human physiology with reverse engineered biological formulation of human
organs and multi-organs. The prime perspective of 3D cell culture is engineering human
physiology for disease modeling to enhance drug screening analytics. Mimicking
human physiology with complex in vitro model brings the prospect to replace the usage
of laboratory animals for drug screening. Human metabolism is primarily carried out in
liver with its excretion taking place in kidney makes these two organs vital for drug
screen studies. Additionally, current OoC based MPS systems are mainly dependent
upon conventional end-point bioassays comprising of PCR, western blots, and
biochemical assays. It is challenging to perform conventional bioassays to analysis
MPS systems owing to their complexity as well as reduced cell number and culture
media quantity for sample collection. Such analytical limitation in MPS highlights the
potential to integration the real-time or continuous sensors for efficient monitoring of
cell conditions and responses. This thesis work encompasses the development of
microfluidic liver and kidney MPS systems to emulate the development of disease and
drug treatment with the integration of sensors. Liver and Kidney MPS were established
with the integration of impedance-based transepithelial electrochemical resistance
(TEER) sensor, optical pH sensor, and albumin immunosensor for monitoring of
disease model development and drug efficacy measurements which were further
validated by conventional bioassays. As albumin exhibits the function, the integrated
microfluidic human serum albumin immunosensor facilitated the albumin screening for
disease and drug analysis. This thesis contributes for the improvement of continuous
monitoring of MPS by expanding the disease modeling capacity of OoC technology for
a rapid development of drugs.

IX

1. Objectives of Thesis
The main objectives in the current thesis focus on the design of a liver MPS and
proximal tubule MPS in a microfluidic chip with capacity to imitate cytotoxic effect of
high glucose in the microenvironment of liver and proximal tubule, respectively, with
embedded sensors. Current MPS facilitate continuous measurements of TEER and
human serum albumin. Transparent electrode system was printed using indium tin
oxide (ITO) for TEER measurements which facilitated image capturing during the
experiment. Functionalized gold-based electrode system was developed in a
microfluidic manner then linked with liver MPS model for long-term continuous
albumin measurement. Diabetic hepatopathy and diabetic nephropathy models were
established using high glucose media for a certain period of time and anti-diabetic drug
was administered for examining the recovery of the MPS. The embedded sensors
presented a sound analysis of the disease development and tissue recovery after drug
treatment which was validated using the molecular assays data. The developed
platforms may provide with an efficient method to analyze the toxicity and efficacy of
drugs in different disease models at a faster pace and reduced cost as compared to
animal models. The MPS platforms will be crucial for the earlier ADME-Tox i.e.,
absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion and toxicity, data of drugs for better
understanding of their pharmacokinetics.
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2. Introduction
There is a dire need to mimic the complexity of human tissues and organs in
laboratory to better understand human physiology for disease and drug analysis.
Historically, scientific cell culture started in late 19th century and “Petri dish” was
adopted as a standard vessel for two dimensional (2D) cell culture (1, 2). Recently, cell
culture techniques are evolving into advanced three-dimensional (3D) culture tools to
mimic human tissues, organs and organ functions at micro and nanoscale (3-5). Cancer
and viral diseases remain a big challenge for the mankind to overcome which can be
possible by improving the capacity to mimic human physiology in the best possible
way (6-9). This microscale mimicry of human physiology is executed in
microphysiological systems (MPS). The development and design principle of MPS is
dictated by the end goals of the study purpose and target tissue or organs. The devices
for making 3D cell culture-based MPS have transformed cells into Transwell

TM

,

Organ-on-a-Chip (OoC), spheroids plates, organoids dishes or chips, air-liquid
interphase methods, microfluidic culture systems, and cell sheets for demonstrating
multiple microphysiological applications to fulfill multiple contexts of use (10).
Among latest 3D cell culture techniques, OoC has become of the top methods to
mimic human physiology at microlevel. The biggest challenge posed to drug
development is the irrelevant pathophysiological outcomes in humans with correlation
to 2D cell culture and animals (11). OoC development began with the idea to replace
the animal models with an alternative system to mimic human specific cells, organs,
functions, organization, and their cross-communication in the most relevant method if
not exactly (12, 13). The exact emulation of human biology is required to have higher
success rate for drug discovery and development subsequently reducing the time and
cost for more effective remedies (14, 15). OoCs have successfully been establishing a
2

broader range to imitate human physiology with reverse engineered biological
formulation of human organs. Understanding the cellular conditions and responses to
multiple external cues which were not possible in 2D culture or animal models, are
facilitating for better in vitro studies. Engineering human physiology for disease
modeling to improve drug screening analytics is the primary goal of 3D cell culture.
The use of complicated in vitro models to mimic human physiology has the potential
to eliminate the use of laboratory animals for drug testing. As human metabolism is
predominantly carried out in the liver and excretion occurs in the kidney, these two
organs are critical for drug screening studies.
Liver is the primary hub of metabolism for all foreign particles entering into the
human body and detoxifies them for excretion. Hence, liver plays a pivotal role in drug
biotransformation and immune response to infectious particles. Liver consists of 4
major cell types i.e., hepatocytes, stellate cells, Kupffer cell (liver macrophage), and
liver sinusoidal endothelial cell (LSEC), which are necessary to maintain its physiology,
metabolic capacity, and immunological response. The above given qualities of liver are
required in an MPS to mimic the disease and drug toxicity depending on context of use.
Likewise, kidney performs filtration, reabsorption, and fluid excretion to maintain fluid
homeostasis in body. Emulation of kidney function in a microfluidic device may
facilitate the pre-clinical drug testing in regard to predict drug induced nephrotoxicity.
Moreover, traditional end-point bioassays such as PCR, western blots, and
biochemical tests are heavily used in modern OoC-based MPS systems. Because of
their intricacy, as well as the limited number of cells and culture media available for
sample collection, performing traditional bioassays to analyze MPS systems is difficult.
The possibility for integrating real-time or continuous sensors for efficient monitoring
of cell conditions and responses is highlighted by such analytical limitations in MPS.
3

Microfluidic biosensors present a great potential to be attached with MPS for
continuous monitoring of the microscale changes occurring in tissue microenvironment.
Biosensors are defined as tools with the capacity to recognize signal generated from
target analyte i.e., tissue, cells, proteins, DNA, RNA, sugars, or fat molecules, through
the attached transducer both qualitatively and/or quantitatively. Transepithelial
electrochemical resistance (TEER) sensor presents potential to measure the tissue
formation in the microfluidic culture chamber based on impedance change in response
to cell growth. Immunosensor measure the concentration of the analyte present in the
fluid based on the electrochemical (impedance) change resultant to antigen-antibody
attachment on the electrodes. The integration of TEER sensor and immunosensor
enhance the analytic potential of microfluidic MPS for continuous data collection
regarding multiple drugs ultimately speed-boosting the drug development process.
The creation of microfluidic liver and kidney MPS systems for disease and
therapeutic research with the incorporation of sensors is the focus of this thesis. The
integration of an impedance-based transepithelial electrochemical resistance (TEER)
sensor, an optical pH sensor, and an albumin immunosensor was used to monitor
disease model development and drug efficacy assessments, which were then confirmed
using standard bioassays. The integrated microfluidic human serum albumin
immunosensor enabled albumin screening for disease and medication analysis because
albumin has the function. By improving the disease modeling capacity of OoC
technology for rapid drug development, this thesis contributes to the improvement of
continuous monitoring of MPS.
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3. Research Background
Kidney Microphysiological System
Newly evolving OoCs based bio-microfluidic tools carry the capacity to transform
testing of drugs by decreasing, if not substituting, the use of animals for drug
development. Field of OoCs is progressing since the earlier efforts of cell culturing
within microfluidic environment up to progression towards multiorgan models on a
chip for developing better MPS (16). As of biological viewpoint, OoC technology is
growing into advance culture techniques such as organoid and spheroid culture on chips
(17). Lately, pharma industry observed a significant drop in investigation and
innovation efficiency owing to the surge in drug failure percentage at clinical stages
(18). Typically, the success percentage for the development of drugs is reduced to
below 12% of all proposed drugs in the past 10 years leading to massive economic
losses for pharmaceuticals (19). The drug discovery and development cost for a single
drug till the time of its FDA approval has surged up to more than 2 billion US dollars
due to increase failure of potential drug targets (20). The field of OoCs prospects the
strategic goals for the elimination of ineffective lead candidates in the most early
feasible stages to lower the economic burden and time constraints.
The prevalent chronic diseases including, obesity, hypertension, and diabetes,
promote strains and damage on kidney(21). Overtime, kidney functions are declined
because of diabetic conditions (22). Constant state of albuminuria in blood develops
cell injury initiating tubulopathy which leads to the progression of inflammation in
proximal tubule as shown in Fig. 1a (23).
Shear stress plays crucial role and stimulates modifications in tissue both
structurally and functionally because of various mechanical and sensory processes not
possible in traditional 2D cell culturing technique (24). Cellular attachment capacity
5

and response to external factors are also affected by shear stress (25). To model
nephrotoxicity, OoC technology presents an appropriate environmentto simulate
kidneys to screen potential drugs, still there is a need of continuous analysis of OoC
technology (16).

Figure 1. (a) Proximal Tubulopathy. Cellular damage triggered due to
hyperglycemic conditions. (b) Schematics of the proximal tubule on a chip model.

Liver Microphysiological System
Liver performs essential function to metabolize drugs (26). Microphysiological
model systems for liver have come up as an effective instruments for testing of drugs
because of their ability to imitate humans’ pathophysiology (27). As of a limited
applicability and irrelevancy of toxicity predictions for drugs being tested in animals
for their potential use in human disease treatment, the recent emergence of various in
vitro liver model systems primary, MPS like liver-chips, are replacing animal models
for predicting clinical outcomes of the drugs (28, 29). Previous developments in in vitro
hepatic microphysiological model systems mainly consist of, hepatics organoid models
(30, 31), hepatic tissues made from 3D-printing (32, 33), and liver-on-a-chip (34-37).

6

To analyze the functionality of liver, human serum albumin (HAS) has come up as
an important marker for indicating the liver condition. HAS is steadily released from
main unit of liver cell, hepatocyte (38). The change in the concentration of albumin in
human serum can be directly correlated with the health and disease condition of liver
as well as the effect of a drug can be analyzed using albumin as an efficacy biomarker
(39). Albumin is present in human’s plasma as a biomolecule with the highest
concentration and plays a vital function in the homeostasis of body fluids (40, 41).
Multiple functions such as, balance of vitamins and toxins, sustaining fatty acids,
balance of hormones, and maintenance of drug transport are facilitated with the
presence of HSA in the blood (42, 43). All the aforementioned characteristics of HSA
presents itself as one of the most important and a clinically significant biomarkers
owing to its impact in the pathogenesis of hypo- and hyper-albuminemia (44).
Latest trends in the biosensor development have shown their potential in
microfluidics which further presents their capacity to be attached with MPS to monitor
the cellular conditions (45-47). In comparison with traditional manual and exhaustive
procedures including, western blotting and ELISA, the sensors based upon
microfluidics to analyze biomarkers may contribute greatly for the measurements while
dealing with limited volume of sample (48-50). Currently, it is the need of the hour to
find an alternative approach to animal models for the toxicity testing of drugs. Similar
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to diabetic nephropathy, a model is required to mimic diabetic liver pathogenesis to
have speed-boost the development of drugs for diabetic patients.

Figure 2. Schematics of liver MPS of liver-on-a-chip with albumin immunosensor.

3.3. Microfluidic Sensors
3.3.1. Electrochemical Sensor
An electro-chemical sensor is defined as a device which provides with the electrical
signal information caused by chemical reaction in a system composition instantly by
combining a chemically selective layer (electrodes – charge recognizing elements) to
an electro-chemical detector also known as “transducer”. In simple words, an electrical
energy produced due to a chemical reaction is transformed into analytical signal which
are detected by transducer (51). Electrochemical sensor belongs to the oldest category
of chemical sensors owing to their simple development process, ease of miniaturization
and the capacity to be integrated with system without a compromise in the detection
and analysis (52).
Electrochemical sensors are distributed into multiple categories owing to their
recognition capacity of transduction depending on electric magnitude i.e.,
amperometric or voltametric, impedimetric, conductometric, and potentiometric. The
concept design of a chemical sensor depends on the specific recognition of the analyte
– the molecule of interest. Highly specific element is selected for the development of a
specific sensor for specific recognition.
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Main characteristics in a sensor design comprise of; immediate response, improved
chemical stability, higher mechanical sustainability (53). Several biosensors overcome
the mechanical and chemical limitations by using highly selective biological molecules
for analyte recognition. The attachment of receptor molecules is also known as
molecularly imprinted polymers which artificially work as a sensor being attached to
an electrode (54). The use of biological receptors in sensor development is in its initial
stages due to the challenges such as the laborious process of development and intrinsic
biochemical principles of attachment.
3.3.2. Impedimetric Sensor
Impedance measurement sensor system is usually nonselective which is made
selective by fixing a recognition element in the system, e.g., biochemical molecules,
which transform it to a selective method. In impedimetric sensor, measurement is made
using alternating current (AC) among two electrode system (working and counter) with
a reference electrode in response to which an AC voltage is generated for the
measurement. As only a negligible current pass through the reference electrode, the
impedimetric sensor can be made function only by using 2 electrode system. Overall,
the impedance can be defined as AC resistance.
A phase difference among response current and voltage is generated in case of
application of sinusoidal voltage leading to resistive and capacitive impedance against
the flow of current. Impedance is represented by “Z” as follows.

The real dimensions and imaginary parts present the phase delay components of 0
degree and 90 degrees respectively. R “resistive factor” shows a critical dependence on
electrical conductance defects of an electrochemical cell. Principally, the changes in
conductance are in reciprocal values to resistance which is generated by the change in
mobility, ions, or charge, in an electrochemical cell. Conversely, the resistance in
capacitance represented by XC, is produced by the charge in the double layered
electrode surface. In case of dominance by the capacitance, the sensor is represented by
as capacitive. The dielectric property of electrical insulating layer is defined as
capacitance. Capacitance comprises of recognition element and the conductive phases
of electrolyte and electrode. The change in the dielectric constant is measured as
impedance change.
9

3.3.3. Transepithelial Electrochemical Resistance (TEER) Sensor
TEER is monitored to measure the impedance change across the cellular barrier in
in an electrode system. Mainly tight-junction proteins are kept as the reference
molecules to measure the barrier function in a tissue. TEER sensor performs the
paracellular permeability of volage in two electrodes across the cell monolayer (55).
The previous models of TEER sensors include examples as, an assembly of electrodes
on glass layer embedded in culturing vessel (56), cell culture chamber accompanied
with two large electrode system (57), or a system of wires embedded above and below
the cellular layer (58). Despite the effective attempts to combine the gold-based
electrode assembly with multielectrode arrays in cell culture chambers the opportunity
to take images has been compromised due to opaque nature of electrodes. A transparent
TEER sensor may provide with the opportunity to capture images of cell monolayer
without interference of the electrodes.
3.3.4. Electrochemical Immunosensor
An electrochemical immunosensor consists of three main components including,
recognition element (bioreceptor i.e., enzymes, antibodies, cell, etc.), a transducer and
the electronic system. The specific identification of target analytes is performed by the
biorecognition element making it the fundamental part of biosensors. Immunosensor
work on the principle of antibody and antigen attachment. Antibody is an
immunoglobulin molecule which recognizes the antigen (target analyte). Antigen and
antibody show a strong natural affinity and specificity.
Electrochemical immunosensor technology is proving to be a highly selective and
efficient tool for the target analyte detection. The immune reaction is conveniently
combined with the transducer making them a powerful tool for analyte analysis. The
incidence of analyte attachment at the electrode surface creates a potential in the double
10

layer, making the electron flow (potential) in a direct proportion to the concentration of
antigen. In general, the functionality of an immunosensor is derived by immobilizing
antibody on the electrode surface and later the antigen is added to the system for
monitoring.
Electrochemical

immunosensor

analysis

is

usually

performed

using

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) method to measure the interphase
change difference in the impedance. EIS provides with a lesser electrical interference
with steady and reproducible response. Immunoreaction produces variance in the
charge transfer resistance represented as “Rct”, which follows Randle’s equivalent
circuit model. Several nanomaterial composite types have been employed to increase
immunosensor performance such as nanoparticles, magnetic beads, carbon nanotubes,
and graphene oxide. Multiple methods can be used to immobilize the capturing
antibody such as, electrostatic entrapment, physical adsorption, or covalent attachment.
Immunosensors present a great deal of diagnostic application in future owing to their
reproducibility, stability, and reliability.
Formerly created microfluidic immunosensors to detect human serum albumin were
particular to a specific system or had a limited duration ability for extended time-period
analysis of cell response to drugs and stimulants (47). Liver MPS interconnected to
continuous monitoring in response to biomarkers could be reliable in toxicity analysis
of new drugs. Moreover, innovations in the design of liver-chips from earlier versions
to various goals for mimicking hepato-physiology yet, the models for emulation of liver
in diabetic condition to monitor the continuous impact of drug for diabetic patients.
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4. Methodology
4.1. Organ Chip-based MPS Design and Development
A microfluidic chip using glass layers was assembled with 2 1.1 mm thick sodalime pieces of glass consisting of dimensions having 41 mm width and 56 mm length.
Microchannel was created with the printing of silicon elastomers (Musil MED-6033)
with dimensions having 200 µm height (h) and 900 µm width by an in-house built 3D
inkjet printer. Microchannel width was kept 3 mm and the width of chamber for cell
culture consisted of 9 mm with a length of 20 mm giving an area of 180 mm2 for cell
culturing
The media circulation was made possible using peristaltic pump connecting the
media reservoir with microfluidic chip. The mimic the tissue microenvironment
presents in tubular section of nephron, a similar shear stress was provided by giving
similar fluid flow conditions in the microfluidic chip. A complete microfluidic MPS
setup is displayed in Fig. 3.
Previously, described flow-based shear-stress value in proximal tubular section of
nephron is 5 Dyne/cm2 (59). To provide 5 dynes/cm2 of shear stress value to proximal
tubular monolayer, flow of media was adjusted on 60 µl/min. Shear stress caused by
media in microfluidic channels can be determined using the reference (60);

𝜏=

6𝜇𝑄
𝑤ℎ2

𝜏 represents shear stress (5 dynes/cm2), rate of media flow is represented with “Q” 60
ul/min, whereas “µ” is representing the value of fluid viscosity (0.8 mPa·s) which is
being flowed in channel. The channel width is represented by “w” (900 µm) and the
channel height is shown as “h” (200 µm).
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Like kidney MPS, in liver MPS the flow rate calibration was done for emulating
shear-stress in liver epithelia. The value of shear stress present in liver epithelia is
determined at ~ 5 dynes/cm2 and it was calculated according to the above given
equation

Figure 3. Schematics of MPS experiment, inset shows the zoomed chip
setup and microfluidic channel design.

4.2. Sensor Development
4.2.1. Transepithelial Electrochemical Resistance Sensor
Square-shaped ITO electrode was fabricated on each glass in the middle of cell
culturing space on the chip for the establishment of TEER sensor. The dimension of the
electrode consisted of 500 normal media in thickness 4 mm in length. A screen printing
method was used to print the ITO electrodes on the glass chip. One The area of one ITO
electrode kept at 16 mm2. LabVIEW platform was employed to develop a software for
the measurement of change in impedance values. Impedance values were recorded in
Ohm millimeter square (Ω mm2).
Each glass layer was assembled in a chip-holder in such a way that each ITO
electrode was positioned to be opposite to each other and a circuit for electrical
13

resistance measurement was completed. A calibration process was followed to decide
the best suitable frequency for TEER measurements. A frequency showing the
maximum impedance against the development of cell monolayer was selected to be
used for taking impedance values at. A range of frequency consisting of 1 to 10000 was
selected for impedance change. Arduino microcontroller was used for the calibration of
impedance which provided a sinusoidal voltage of 0.1 V. A final frequency of 58.7 Hz
was optimized to continuously monitor impedance change during the development of
cell monolayer (5).
4.2.2. Albumin Immunosensor Development for Liver MPS
For liver MPS, the similar design to kidney MPS was used but without a TEER
sensor and for the development of albumin immunosensor, a similar chip was taken
with printed electrodes at the middle of cell culture chamber containing a working
electrode, counter electrode, and reference electrode (8). The electrode pattern was
fabricated by a multi-head system based on Electrohydrodynamic (EHD) for ink-jet
printing (Fig.4). Gold-ink (Au) was used to print working and counter electrodes while
silver-ink was utilized for the printing of reference.
a. Surface Modification
To immobilize antibodies on the gold electrode, there need to be a thiol-based
self-assembled monolayer to facilitate the attachment. First of all, the gold electrode is
properly cleaned and then, MPA solution in ethanol (3-Mercaptopropionic acid,
Sigma® ) is applied for the formation of thiol bonds. Later, functionalized electrodes
are rinsed with DI water. Then for the development of self-assembled monolayer, a 1:1
mixture of NHS and EDC solution, N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (130672, SigmaAldrich® , Seoul, South Korea) and 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide
hydrochloride (EDC) (03449, Sigma-Aldrich® , Seoul, South Korea) was treated. Later,
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excess EDC/NHS was removed for subsequent immobilization of albumin antibody
“ab2406, Abcam”. In the last step, 1% BSA was treated for blocking unbound sites on
the electrodes and Fig. 4 shows the electrode pattern on chip.

Figure 4. a) Chip schematic and electrode dimensions. b) Surface modifications pattern with
immobilization of antibody. c) electrodes in chip assembly with microfluidic channels. d) 50X magnification
microscopic picture of electrodes.

b. Electrochemical Analysis
On bare electrodes we performed Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) as a means of
faradic redox reaction and Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) as a means
of sensor immobilization to ensure the redox potential and electrochemical stability of
the developed sensor. The voltage range for EIS was maintained at 0.01 V AC and
0.035V as DC Bias with frequency range set from 1 to 5 KHz. The same steps were
carried out after the functionalization. The solution composition used for redox prob
was 5 mM Potassium ferricyanide in PBS with maintained pH of 7.23 (Sigma® ).
PalmSens4 in 3-electorde configuration was used to record the measurements and
PSTrace5 was used for data acquisition. The faradaic redox reaction and sensor
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immobilization are characterized based on the charge transfer resistance. For the CV
200 mV/s was set as scan rate and voltage range set to be from - 0.4 volts to 0.8 volts.
c. Mathematical Derivation
To ensure the real time albumin concertation mathematical modelling was done.
The bode plot generated depicted the negative relation between the impedance and
concentration of albumin. At the set frequency of 18.087 Hz, admittance was measured
later by inverting the measured impedance.
𝑍 −1 = 𝑌

(Eq. 1)

Afterwards, the output 𝛥Y was calculated after regular interval of thirty minutes by
measuring the change in admittance. Thus the Y is actually the change in admittance
after regular time interval as already mentioned. Whereas the albumin concertation and
other important parameters were calculated using equation 3.
𝛥𝑌 = 𝑌𝑇𝑛 − 𝑌𝑇𝑛−1

(Eq. 2)

The next equation calculates “C T n” of human serum albumin for specific intervals.
𝐶𝑇𝑛 = 𝑚𝛥 + 𝑏

(Eq. 3)

For estimating the total albumin concentration equation was developed. In that, all
previous albumin concentrations were added to current concentration at specified
intervals.

Finally, for both cases the complete albumin concentration was estimated for longshort term experiments.
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4.3. OoC Models
4.3.1. Kidney MPS Cell Culture
Cell line derived from immortal epithelial cells from proximal tubule segment
of human nephron, HK-2 (ATCC® ) and CCD-986sk, human-derived foreskin
fibroblasts taken from Korean Cell Line Bank were utilized for the establishment of a
mixed culture fibroblast and HK-2 cell line. Respective cell bank recommended media
and culture condition were given to the cell and cells were seeded in the MPS platform
at the time of 80-90 percent confluency. Before cell seeding in the culture chamber, the
glass was coated with the collagen-I protein being used as extracellular matrix (ECM)
to create an adhesive surface for cell to form monolayer later on. After ECM coating
and cell seeding, the top glass layer was assembled, and chip was placed in chip holder
and connected with tubing to circulate media.
Firstly, for 5 days, the cell monolayer was exposed to recommended media type
for the development of confluency by the mixed culture of HK-2 cell line and fibroblast
cell line. Afterwards to create hyperglycemia mimicking nephrotoxicity condition, high
glucose media with 30mM was circulated in the microfluidic channel. Proximal tubule
cellular injury condition was developed within a period of 3-4 days. Finally, the
monolayer of mixed cells was exposed to the media containing drug to check the
recovery of the disease towards normal conditions again. Metformin drug which is a
commercially available anti-diabetic and anti-inflammatory agent, was added in media
at molarity of 5 mM.
4.3.2. Liver MPS Cell culture
HepG2 and CCD-986sk, were purchased from ATCC and Korean cell line bank,
respectively. Cell lines were grown according to the given protocols by cell banks.
Similar to kidney chip assembly, liver chip was prepared by adding a coating layer of
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collagen-I (Sigma® ) for improved cell adhesion. A ratio of 8:2 was used for mixing of
HepG2 cells and CCD-986sk cell lines making a total of 100,000 cells. Once the cells
After cell seeding at the bottom layer, it was kept in incubator, making them attached
in 4 hours. Later, the top layer is installed upon bottom layer for completing the
microfluidic system for media circulation. A peristaltic micro-pump was used for
connecting immunosensor chip with liver MPS chip and circulating media.
To perform the experiment, a mixed monolayer of hepatocytes and fibroblasts
is established to perform experiment. First the company recommended culture media
without stimulants is circulated in the system for a period of 48 hours which later is
changed with the media containing high glucose media at 30mM molarity to induce
hepatopathy and duration of high glucose media for circulation is also kept 48 hours to
make a disease model. As the final step, for last two days the media containing drug
(metformin) was circulated with the 5mM concentration.
4.4. Biochemical Assays
4.4.1. Viability Assay and ELISA Measurement from Kidney MPS
To take a count of live cells against dead cell, a viability assay was performed using
Cytotoxicity/Viability Assessment Kit® from InvitrogenTM. Calcein-AM dye and
ethidium homodimer-I dye were applied for assessing live and dead cells. Ethidium
homodimer enters the dead cell and show reddish color illumination at excitation of
~495 normal media and emission of ~635 normal media) whereas Calcein-A enters live
cell and shows a greenish color fluorescence with the excitation range of 495 normal
media and emission range of 515 normal media.
Additionally, for quantifying HSP70 protein and KIM-1 protein concentration in
the media, ELISA assays were performed using the commercial kits i.e., KIM-1 ELISA
Kit, Abcam and HSP70 ELISA Kit Invitrogen. A protocol according to the
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manufacturers’ provided manual was used and a microplate reader was used to check
the end-point absorbance values and protein concertation was derived in the media.
4.4.2. Albumin, Urea, and P450 Assays
Media was stored after each interval of short and long experiment for the
albumin sensor evaluation i.e., 8 hours interval of 24-hour experiment and 1 day
interval for 6 days and stored at – 80° degree centigrade. ELISA kit for albumin was
purchased from Abcam and ELISA assay was done according to the manual given by
manufacturer. The process of concentration normalization was performed to manage
the values after each media change. For urea assay, Abnova’s urea assay kit was
purchased, and assay was performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
P450 assay was purchased from Promega. A 2-day long interval was selected
for the enzyme activity measurement after the completion of each experimental phase
and performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol in a clear-bottom 96 wells.
Lastly, microplate reader was used to check the fluorescence intensity of each sample.
4.4.3. Immuno-fluorescence Staining
For the justification of albumin secretion from hepatocytes, an end-point
immunostaining is done at the termination of microfluidic experiment. Firstly,
hepatocytes and fibroblasts are fixed using a 4% solution of paraformaldehyde at RT
for 15 mins. Later, for 15 mins, 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS is added on the cell to make
them permeable and a BSA solution of 3% is treated for 1 hour at RT. Cells are treated
with primary antibody of albumin for overnight at 4° C. After an overnight incubation
period, the cells monolayer is treated with secondary antibody with conjugated Alexa
Fluor according to the provided concentration by the manufacturer for 60 mins. Lastly,
DAPI stain with 1:5000 dilution is added upon the cells for staining nucleus of cells.
Microscopic pictures were captured using fluorescence microscope.
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4.5. Computational Fluid Simulation
An art of observing and analyzing the underlying patterns in fluid flows using
computational tools is called computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The applications of
the CFD range from aerodynamics profiling for the purpose of design modification to
micro-fluidic analysis of fluid patterns in organ on chips. The application of CFD in
organ on chip (OOC) can be expanded to critically analyzing the temperature, pressure,
and flow distribution in the micro-fluidic channel of the organ on chip. For the present
study, two different designs of the OOC with sensors and without sensors using 3D
designing SolidWorks Software were made. First of all, microfluidic channels were
created on the lower layer of the chip and then the top glass with exact dimensions is
extruded. While the simulation was performed using COMSOL Multi-Physics 5.1.
During the simulation the material for the channels were declared as silicon glass to
mimic the practical experimentation as closely as possible. To study the flow
distribution a pre-defined internal flow rate of 60 ul/min was set for fluid.
4.6. Statistical Analysis
Each data point was generated when the experiments were carried out in duplicate.
Two chips were dedicated in every experiment to create the duplicated data. The
comparison between the generated data was made in 2-way ANOVA and the results
were presented as means ± standard error of the means (sem) of 3 independent
experiments.
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5. Results
Chronic diseases such as hypertension and diabetes influence an imbalanced
function of kidney and leading to nephrotoxic and hepatotoxic conditions. Higher
glucose levels in blood serum leading towards the development of albuminuria
condition in proximal tubule causing tubulopathy (61). The building material for MPS
was carefully selected including glass, ITO electrodes and silicone elastomer to print
channels (62-64). The glass-based chips are preferrable as glass eliminates the potential
absorption of molecules in the microfluidic channel (65).
5.1. Kidney MPS with TEER Sensor
5.1.1. Proximal Tubule Cells and Fibroblasts Mixed Culture
Firstly, the mixed culture of fibroblasts with HK-2 cells was performed till first
5-day period for the development of a confluent monolayer to mimic proximal tubule.
After first day of microfluidic cell culture when cells were seen to be settled and started
dividing, an exponential rise of impedance graph depicted cell proliferation from 2nd
day to 4th day. After the formation of a confluent monolayer, a static pattern of
impedance was seen on the fifth day of experimentation. Overall, impedance graph
trend showed the normal cell proliferation phases i.e., lag phase (cells adjust to
environment and start division), log phase (an exponential rise in cell number) and
stationary phase (cell growth equals cell death and cell number remains approximately
same) as shown in Fig. 3.
5.1.2.

Inflammatory Nephrotoxicity
Secondly, after first 5 days of normal media culture, it was replaced with media

containing stimulant (high glucose, 30 mM) to cause nephrotoxicity by cell damage.
After the exposure of cells to high glucose, for initial 4 days, impedance graph showed
a steady trend of decreased values which indicated the disruption of tight-junction
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proteins. Similar to 1st phase of experimentation with normal media, high glucose
showed a same trend in impedance graph on 5th day with a static phase and showing
stability and resistance of cell towards high glucose media. In such condition, a disease
model of renal diabetic nephrotoxicity was established for further treatment with drug.
Additionally, pH monitoring of the cell culture was also performed to detect the
development of acidic environment which can be linked to the inflammatory responses
of cells (66). In the last step of kidney MPS experimentation a media containing antiinflammatory drug is circulated for restoring the cell towards normal condition.
5.1.3.

Drug Treatment

At the final phase of experiment, Metformin drug was circulated in kidney MPS for
the restoration of tight-junction proteins. A steady increase in the TEER graph was
observed after the administration of drug indicating the recovery of cells monolayer
from cell injury. TEER value measurements showed significant information regarding
the cell growth pattern. Comparable to TEER values, a decreasing trend of media pH
can be seen further validating the TEER data which was in relevance with disease
development and disease treatment upon drug administration. A relative change of pH
values with the circulation of media with high glucose and circulation of media with
drug further highlights the reliability of kidney MPS for drug and disease analysis.
Pictures captured by microscope integrated in the kidney MPS show a monolayer
development on the fifth day of experiment, then after inflammation development on
the tenth day of experiment and lastly recovery from disease on the fifteenth day are
represented in Fig. 5. Cells displayed growth into monolayer during the first
experimental phase which later was reduced due to the cell damage induced by high
glucose media and lastly the reduction in inflammation was seen with positive
outcomes of drug treatment (Fig.5). Despite of the restoration of tight-junction proteins
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across the cell walls was not similar to the natural level which was achieved in first 5
days with normal media, yet the results were significantly improved from the disease
condition.

Figure 5. Relative Result of TEER sensor in multiple conditions. (a). Impedance graph
for cells after treatment of normal media. (b). Impedance graph for cells after treatment of
glucose containing media. (c). Impedance graph for cells after treatment of drug containing
media. (d). pH measurement for relative pH trend in normal media, high glucose media and
drug-containing media for 5 days. (e). Live-Dead Assay results for cells under normal media,
high glucose media and drug-containing media. F. ELISA results for protein biomarkers.
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Figure 6.Light microscopy pictures of fibroblast and HK-2 cells. (a) Normal media represented
good confluent monolayer of cells. (b) Microscopic Images from platform integrated microscope with an
interval of five days of incubation with normal media, high glucose media and drug-containing media
(scale bar is 100μm, and pictures are captured at 100X).
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5.1.4.

Viability Analysis
Cell viability assay was performed, and pictures were taken by confocal

microscope in which dead cells are represented with red dye (ethidium homodimer) and
live cells are represented by Calcein-AM (Fig. 7). The collected pictures were run
through the analytic software for image processing “ImageJ” which estimated the
viability of cells in per percent. The average viability count fell in a range above 80 %
in normal media. Cell viability decreased to lower than 60 % with the treatment of high
glucose media for a 5-day duration, which later on increased above the percentage of
70 with the drug again for 5-day duration (Fig. 5f).

Figure 7.Representative pictures of cell
viability assay using confocal microscopy.
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5.1.5.

KIM-1 and HSP70 ELISA Measurements
The protein biomarkers i.e., KIM-1 and HSP70 were measured using ELISA

assay kits according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The concentrations of each protein
were measured after the interval of each phase of the experiment in kidney MPS (Fig.
8). Elevated secretions of KIM-1 and HSP70 have shown a direct link with the
development of inflammatory condition in the kidney MPS and its feasibility to be used
as a disease model for drug treatment (67). An insignificant trend of KIM-1 and HSP70
release was observed in the first phase of experiment during the treatment with normal
media. Both the protein biomarkers represented a significant upsurge as the kidney
MPS was treated with high-glucose media for development of inflammatory condition.
The selected biomarkers successfully validated the development of disease condition
and disease recovery as well as coincided with the TEER sensor values further
affirming the role of TEER sensor to assess the cell confluency. Elevated expression of
biomarkers affirmed necrosis and cell stress developed with exposure of high glucose
media. In the same way, as the drug containing media was circulated in the system a
decline in the stress signal was seen and it was also indicated by the protein biomarkers.

Figure 8 ELISA result of KIM-1 and HSP70 proteins. In
each experimental phase, media was stored from 3rd and 5th day
i.e., normal media, high glucose, and drug media. Concentrations
shown in mean ± S.E.M.
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5.2. Liver MPS with Albumin Immunosensor
5.2.1. Electrochemical Analysis of Human Serum Albumin Sensor
For determining the electrode stability CV was conducted at first and then
resistor (Rct) of the sensor was measured using the EIS at various concentration from
1 ng to 1 g. The results depicted the reproducibility in 5 consecutive cycles as shown
in figure 9a. The Nyquist plot developed because of spectral curves from the given
concentrations showed the observable difference in impedance. The relation between
the solution concentration and impedance is inversely proportional. The mathematical
modelling was also performed for continuously ensuring the differences in EIS
recorded by the PALMSENS.

Figure 9. Sensor Characterization a) plot showing the stability of the sensor
because of CV test b) Plot showing the testing results for confirming the Rct of the sensor c)
Plot showing the relation between frequency and impedance. d) Curve at given frequency
of18.078 Hz for calibrating the sensor.

5.2.2. Liver MPS Design
Liver MPS design consisted of sensor-chip, liver-chip, and reservoir for media
connected by the tubing through a peristaltic pump to keep the circulation of media.
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Additionally, a bubble trap was adjoined to the tubing to keep the formation of bubbles
in the minimum range. The box in which liver MPS was set up contained temperature
control and CO2 control to keep the conditions similar to a cell culture incubator for
proper growth of cells. Liver MPS was established and then albumin immunosensor
was attached for continuous measurement of the albumin in the media. Liver MPS with
immunosensor-chip were designed to be portable for making its replacement easier and
swift and also the functional perspective of liver cells was not affected by the presence
of sensor. For the testing of sensor, the experimental parameters were divided into 2
categories i.e., short-term (24 hours) experiment and long-term (6-days), to monitor the
performance of sensor in different circumstance and checking the working of sensor.
5.2.3. Sensor Testing for 24 Hours
First, the sensor was examined in 1-day long experimentation to affirm the
sensor results. A confluent monolayer of mixed culture of hepatocytes and fibroblasts
was prepared in a chip and attached to the sensor for 24 hours to mimic liver
microenvironment. The 24 hours long experiment was further divided into 3 phases of
8 hours. First 8 hour interval included media circulation without any stimulant, second
8 hours included the circulation of media containing the stimulant interleukin 1-beta
(IL-1) which is a pro-inflammatory cytokine (68, 69), third 8-hour phase included the
normal media circulation again without any stimulant. First phase was used to start the
microfluidic culture, second phase was used for the causing of inflammation and thirsd
phase referred to as a recovery phase from disease. The albumin contration values were
taken from immunosensor after each interval of 30 minutes. Then, the albumin
concentration was represented in two ways, one was albumin concentration at a specific
given time of measurement and second the albumin concentration added up from the
start (Fig. 4). The albumin immunosensor was successfully monitoring the continuous
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changes in the albumin concentrations in the media which were later confirmed using
the ELISA measurements (Fig. 5).
5.2.4. Sensor Testing for 6 Days
For the 6 days long experimentation of albumin immunosensor in liver MPS,
similar parameters to short-term experiment were selected, i.e., already prepared liverchip with the mixed culture of cells was attached to the freshly prepared immunosensor.
The sequence of long-term experimentation included first media exposure for 2 days
without any stimulant. Later, liver MPS was treated with high glucose media (30 mM)
for next 2 days to develop a condition of diabetic hepatopathy. Lastly, liver MPS was
treated with media containing metformin drug to restore the cell injury caused by high
glucose media. As expected, the albumin secretion pattern was according to the
circumstances starting with a steady rise then a sudden decline due to inflammation and
later recovery upon treatment with drug. The continuous and quick response from
sensor was successfully monitoring the development of disease and disease recovery
upon the treatment of drug.
To determine reference values for albumin production in normal cell condition,
experimentation was done without any interference of stimulants for same period as
short-term and long-term experiments in liver MPS. It was visible from the data that
minor differences in albumin concentrations upon the treatment with stimulants and
drug, the sensor successfully measured albumin secretion. The interval based specific
albumin concentrations and total concentration were compared to the reference (Fig. 4).
Moreover, the interval-based and total concentrations of the albumin at different timepoints were also compared with the albumin ELISA measurements were in acceptable
range of the sensor provided vales further validating sensor data (Fig. 5).
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Figure 10. Immunosensor Measurements. a) Specific albumin concentrations at specific timepoints in 24-hour experiment. b) Total albumin concentrations at specific time-points in 24-hour
experiment. c) Specific albumin concentrations at specific time-points in 6- day experiment. d) Total
albumin concentrations at specific time-points in 6-day experiment.

Figure 11. A comparison of albumin concentration measurements taken by immunosensor versus
ELISA kit. a) 24-hour experiment result. b) 6-day experiment result
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5.2.5. Biochemical Measurements
Bioassays represented treatment of the developed disease consistently verifying
function of sensor. Additionally, chip model was compared with traditional 2D cell
culture for analyzing the benefit MPS. Biochemical assays such as, P450(3A4) activity,
albumin measurement, and urea measurements were chosen to analyze the liver-chip.
Fig. 13a shows significantly different reading between experimental chip versus control
chip for albumin protein. Concurrently, a significant difference was found in 3D versus
2D cell culture systems, strengthening the idea of improved microphysiological
similarity to human. Urea analysis in Fig. 13b represented analogous pattern from the
start of experimentation which later on changed during treatment of drug and urea
measurements showed significantly different secretion pattern in MPS in comparison
with 2D platform. Likewise, P450 activity assay given in Fig.13c showed significance
xin 3D cell culture chip versus 2D cell culture of HepG2 cell line. A significant decline
in the activity of cytochrome P450 was observed while the development of disease in
liver MPS however other experimental conditions represented a similar to control
activity of P450 for 3D versus 2D system. Furthermore, immunofluorescence staining
as shown in Fig. 12 confirmed secretion of albumin. Albumin expression analysis done
by immunostaining showed a greater expression for long-term experiment in
comparison with short-term experimentation. Control conditions for the experiment
showed an improved staining of albumin at the end point showing more albumin
production in comparison with experimental conditions.
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Figure 13. Fluorescence Microscopy for albumin staining at termination of 6 days long
experiment. Microscopy results are aligned with other molecular assay and sensor analysis further
affirming the development of disease and recovery model.

Figure 12. Molecular biomarker results, Chip denotes Liver MPS and 2D denotes petri dish a)
comparison of albumin secretion between 3D and 2D culture. b) comparison of urea excretion between 3D
and 2D culture. c) comparison of P450 activity between 3D and 2D culture.

5.2.6. Fluid Dynamics Simulation
CFD study was performed for two cases; In the first part, sensors were not
included and in the second part sensors were included. Both simulation cases were
performed in COMSOL Multiphysics 5.1. The geometry dimensions for simulation and
experiments were kept same. Focus of the CFD study was to observe the flow and
pressure trajectories at various points in channel. The fluid was declared as cell culture
media with predefined flow rate of 60 µl/min. The variation in the pressure and flow
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are shown with change in color of the trajectories. Here the red color shows the highest
pressure and blue color shows the lowest as shown in Fig. 14

Figure 14. Simulation results of computational fluid flow analysis in the microfluidic channel
(pressure scale shown on left).
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6. Discussion
Modern innovations in MPS tools are providing initial developments to replace
animals for drug development studies. The developed kidney and liver MPS platforms
offer the possibility of continuous measurements of cellular growth pattern. Average
impedance measurements taken from TEER exhibited the development of increased
capacitive resistance with passage of time as cell monolayer was formed and a directly
proportional pattern with cell proliferation was visible for impedance readings. Kidneychip showed a rise in cell damage upon exposure with high glucose media. A
continuous measurement of cell injury was validated by TEER sensor for 5 day long
period. Kidney injury molecule (KIM-1) and heat-shock protein (HSP70) showed
similar increase in their concentration with the development of inflammation. A
subsequent exposure of anti-inflammatory drug was given and TEER measurements
were taken and confirmed by KIM-1 and HSP70 ELISA reading with an additional
viability study. Liver-chip provided the cellular environmentwith an incessant response
for the development of disease model and showed a restoring phenomenon of normal
growth upon drug treatment perfectly measured by albumin immunosensor. It can be
inferred that both the sensor, TEER sensor for kidney MPS and albumin sensor for liver
MPS showed reliable monitoring. Recently, the models for proximal tubule have shown
ability to imitate disease and normal conditions. The currently developed liver MPS
and kidney MPS have the advantage of material as glass-based chip showed no
absorption of drug molecules which has been observed in PDMS-based chips.
Albumin immunosensor validation was done by 2 experimental methods. Firstly,
for 1 day and secondly for 6 days. The 24 hour experiment consisted of three 8 hour
intervals with first 8 hours being exposed to normal media then exposure of interleukin
1 for 8 hours and finally normal media exposure for last 8 hours. For 6 days long
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experimentation, first, a confluent layer of cells was developed for 2 days with later
exposure of high glucose for modeling disease for 48 hours and lastly, for 2 days
metformin (anti-inflammatory and anti-diabetic drug) was treated. Metabolic assays
showed relevance to albumin secretions. After a normal rise in albumin secretions,
liver-chip showed a decrease in concentration of with the exposure of high glucose
media. Moreover, a declining pattern in the activity of P450(3A4) which was quantified
with 2-day intervals whereas urea concentration showed a rise with declining albumin
value. Eventually upon drug treatment, P450 activity and albumin secretion showed
recovery whereas urea concentration showed a decline. Albumin immunosensor
successfully measured continuous fluctuations of albumin concentration showing drug
and disease analysis. Favorably, current measurement capability of sensor was not
influenced by cellular proliferation and the sensor remained functional for 6 days. Both
of the experiments showed similar patterns for the albumin secretions. An instant
response was measured by the immunosensor for albumin readings.
Both the sensors are embedded in the MPS model for the first time and glass chips
have been found to be a strong substrate for electrode printing. The developed
microfluidic platforms hold the potential to improve the field of organ-chips. The
metabolite and cell monolayer measurements in a continuous manner will improve the
drug discovery and development studies with a faster data acquisition.
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7. Conclusion and Future Perspectives
The kidney MPS successfully monitored continuous TEER value with the
integrated sensors exhibiting cell injury and drug efficacy. The liver MPS to measure
the development of diabetic hepatopathy and drug assessment in conjunction with
combined albumin immunosensor was efficiently established. MPS platforms are
efficient due to their swift capacity to model disease with continuous online
measurements in a reduced time-period. Simultaneously, the MPS platforms present
the clinical prediction of drug results for future use in clinical trials. Albumin
measurement in continuous manner for a longer period of time may enhance the
predicting capacity and lead to a large-scale analysis of drugs quickly. The precision of
hepatic and renal MPS platforms for mimicking the process of disease modeling and
recovery modeling after treatment of drug treatment was effectively substantiated
continuous measurements through sensors. The end-point biochemical assays were
totally in correlation with the sensor data further verifying the accuracy of sensor
development. Another advantage of microfluidic immunosensor is its portability and
compatibility with other peristaltic pump based microfluidic MPS platforms. Both the
platforms consist of glass-based chip design eventually overcoming the limitation of
drug and molecular absorption presented by the PDMS based chips. Overall,
microfluidic MPS platforms present the capacity to mimic human organs and tissues
with effectiveness to replace the usage of animal models. The clinical predictive
capacity of MPS platforms will speed-boost the drug discovery and development
pipeline. The embedded sensors with the potential to continuously monitor the cellular
microenvironment further strengthen MPS performance.
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